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Chip Seal Preserves our Resources

One environmental trend that should receive more attention is saving our natural resources by reducing consumption of road preservation materials. Increasing the use of bituminous surface treatment (BST or chip seal) to preserve asphalt pavement, instead of using hot mix asphalt (HMA) overlays exclusively would make a big impact. The world’s supply of asphalt is dwindling, as the asphalt shortages of 2008 reminded us. Additionally, new sources of aggregate supply have been stalled for years by neighborhood opposition, bureaucratic processes and Federal rulings. It is only a matter of time until availability of both products goes down and prices go up.

WSDOT has recently changed its internal recommendations for pavement resurfacing methods. The focus of this change was to save money, but the point of this article is the savings of our natural resources that will occur because of this change. The new guidelines now allow BST chip seal on roads up to 5,000 average daily traffic (ADT), up from 2,000 ADT. This potentially adds 2,356 lane miles, at 20’ wide, of roadway to the WSDOT chip seal program.

The study that, in part, motivated this change recommended alternating a combination of chip seal (or multiple cycles of chip seal) and HMA overlays on these roadways. The HMA would be used only when the surface becomes too rutted or rough, or when other circumstances dictated its use.

Let us assume for discussion purposes that this change will be implemented on the roads between 2,000 and 5,000 ADT, using a ratio of two chip seals to one HMA overlay. WSDOT typically repaves every 12 years (with a 45mm overlay), or chip seals every 8 years. (My personal opinion is that 8 years is too long between chip seals, a 6 year cycle was used for this comparison). This change adds the equivalent of 1,178 lane miles or 13,800,000 square yards to their program that will be chip sealed twice over 12 years, instead of using one HMA overlay. This change to use less HMA and more chip seal would save 34,000 tons of liquid asphalt base (the equivalent of 1.4 million barrels of oil) and 860,000 tons of aggregate over a 12 year period, a 45% reduction of liquid asphalt base, and a 65% reduction in aggregate.

There are many factors that dictate where HMA may be needed, or how long the chip seal cycle should be; but if the potential savings from one government agency could be this big, think what the reduced consumption of our natural resources could be if other agencies began to think in these terms.

Reference: “Bituminous Surface Treatment Protocol” by Professor Joe P. Mahoney (U of W), prepared for the WSDOT, April 2007
### Prequalification of Contractors Assures Quality Results

The current recession has contractors bidding work with no profit, looking to other states for options, and scrambling to find other types of work that may be less competitive. It is only natural that some of them are looking at chip seal to expand their operations. Experienced, quality contractors competing for your business is good for your agency and healthy for the industry. However, inexperienced contractors will also be looking at chip seal as an option for work.

Prequalification of contractors capable of doing your work is advisable, using a process similar to the Washington State Standard Specification #1-02.1. The questionnaire used by the State inquires about the contractor’s qualifications, experience, and equipment. At a minimum, the bid documents should include a requirement that the contractor have completed three similar projects in the last three years, with good results.

If your agency is considering a chip seal using hot rubberized asphalt with black pre-coated chips, the prequalification process should be specific to this type of asphalt.

### Vashon Island Chip Seal for King County

King County used liquid asphalt CRS-2P, with \( \frac{1}{2} ” - \frac{1}{4} ” \) aggregate on the entire project. CSS-1h fog seal (60% CSS-1H, diluted with 40% water) was applied afterwards to the arterials.
UPDATE: Proven Value from Double Chip Seal
(Third in a series of articles tracking the quality of these projects)

Double chip seal may be the most cost effective way to deal with asphalt pavement that has deteriorated too far to be saved by a single chip seal. It will hold up better than a thin overlay because it bonds better to the old pavement, it seals better, and is more flexible than an overlay. To substantiate this, we continue to monitor the condition of past projects.

June 2005 (above), 3rd Street, in Port Angeles; high traffic street leading to a grocery store and gas station. The pavement was “alligatored” throughout the entire block. Liquid asphalt CRS-2P applied in 2005, with ½”-1/4” rock on the bottom lift, 3/8”-#10 for the top, then a CSS-1h fog seal was applied.

October 2009 (above), same location on 3rd Street, off US 101, in Port Angeles. No sign of any pavement deterioration.

June 2000, Bainbridge Island, looking south on Arrowpoint Drive NE, from the intersection of Frey Road NE; a severely alligatored neighborhood collector street.

February 2010, same location on Arrowpoint Drive, 10 years after a double chip seal using Albina Asphalt’s RS-LTP. 1/2”–1/4” crushed rock was used on the bottom lift, and 3/8”–# 10 on the top lift. One hairline crack has started, but overall looks very good.
Double Chip Seal in Olympia using AC15-5TR

Double chip seal using hot rubberized asphalt (AC15-5TR from Wright Asphalt) with black pre-coated chips in front of the WSDOT headquarters in Olympia in 2007. 1/2” – ¼” rock was used on the first lift, then 3/8”- #10 on the second. The crushed screenings were pre-coated with paving grade asphalt first in a hot mix plant. Chip sealing with this material is about 25% more expensive than the typical CRS-2P chip seal.

Puyallup 2009

A double chip seal, using CRS-2P, was applied to several blocks through downtown Puyallup on Meridian Street. 1/2”–¼” rock was used on the first lift, 3/8”-#10 rock for the top lift, then a CSS-1h fog seal was applied afterwards. The street was kept open at all times.
Chip Seal Patching

The ideal time to chip seal is before a road starts to deteriorate. The cost in the long run will be less and the road will be in better condition.

However, if the road has deteriorated too far for a single chip seal, a chip seal patch may be the answer. This will add body and texture to the road, bridging over alligator type cracking.

Chip seal patches could be done the same day as the chip seal, if done on a small scale, but the best result could be achieved by allowing the patches to cure out overnight.

Using this instead of hot mix asphalt patches eliminates many of the problems of HMA patching, such as:

- Higher cost
- Longer cure time; ideally, HMA should cure for several weeks, before chip seal
- HMA requires a fog seal, after the patch cures, before the chip seal.

Prices are up slightly from last year

Higher prices for liquid asphalt are here to stay; one of the primary reasons is the change in the oil refining process. Most of the oil refineries have been installing new equipment which is able to refine more of a barrel of oil into the profitable fuels, such as gasoline and diesel. It used to be that 30% to 40% of every barrel of oil was left over to make asphalt, but now if the new refining process is used, there may be as little as 2% left over for asphalt.

The forecast for the summer of 2010 is for asphalt to be 5% to 15% higher than last year. Liquid asphalt is only a portion of the total price; trucking and fuel prices are steady, labor and gravel are up about 5%.
Fog Seal

The use of a fog seal (defined as 60% CSS-1H, diluted with 40% water, and applied at 0.12 to 0.15 gallons per square yard) on top of a chip seal has become the industry standard. The benefits are numerous.

- A fog seal puts more asphalt between the “chips”, to hold the rock better, eliminating any further shedding of rock.
- The black color gives better contrast for striping.
- It takes away some of the coarseness, slightly smoothing the surface.
- Good insurance to protect a new chip seal.

Edward Doolittle 1920 - 2009

Eddie Doolittle was one of Washington State’s road building pioneers. He was the product of a road building family, spending part of his childhood camping on-site at various road jobs. He graduated from the University of Washington in June of 1941 with a civil engineering degree. Eddie and his father, Edward Sr., started Doolittle Construction Co. in 1944. Their first job was the 1st Ave. South Bridge over the Duwamish. It was a temporary steel truss swing bridge, with a wood deck, for two lanes of detoured traffic, to be used while the new 1st Avenue S. Bridge was built. They only built 2 or 3 other bridges, before moving on to other types of construction.

In 1947 they got their first asphalt surface treatment project. It was less competitive than bridge building, because of the difficulty in getting the materials to the far-flung job locations. Some of these projects were road mixing liquid asphalt & gravel, and some were a double bituminous surface treatment (DBST) on the prepared gravel subgrade. Single layer BST, chip seal, became widespread to seal and preserve roads.

In the Company’s first 30 years, they worked all over the State, including several major BST projects in Eastern Washington. Besides the BST, they did a wide variety of projects, including working on airports, military reservations, roads and street construction. Marymoor Park development was a favorite.

Picture shows unloading road mix aggregate from a barge for a Vashon Island project, in 1954, with Eddie’s handwritten notes.

He will be missed.